Who Is Rod Brooks?

Alternately described as “Professor of Robotics,” “Robot Entrepreneur,” and the “Bad-Boy of Robotics,” Rod Brooks has pushed the boundaries of what is possible, inventable, and even thinkable. In the 1980s, while looking after his young son in a river house on stilts in Thailand, he revolutionized robotics by making slow, deliberative mobile robots lightning fast! In the 1990s, he built a humanoid robot with an “empty brain” and watched it learn over the years to progress from infancy to the near-equivalent of an 8-month-old baby! In the 2000s he brought us the “Roomba” and tens of millions now roam our living rooms. **Come and see his latest masterpiece in action, Baxter!**

After raising $75 million in venture capital, 
**COME FIND OUT WHAT’S NEXT!**
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